Take Away Offerings

Whatever the occasion, we look forward to working closely with you to craft the perfect menu for your event.

Catering Contact Info:
Email: catering@jammincrepes.com / Phone: 609-924-5387
- 48 hour advance notice needed for all orders
- Pre-payment required for all orders
- Limited delivery area - delivery charges may apply
- Prices do not include tax & are subject to change without notice
BREAKFAST FARE

ASSORTED FRESHLY BAKED PASTRIES

- Jam-Filled Muffins
- Oatmeal Currant Scones
- Chocolate Banana Nut Crêpe Rolls
- Seasonal Gluten Free Muffins

1 DOZEN ASSORTED PASTRIES (SERVES 8-10) $35
2 DOZEN ASSORTED PASTRIES (SERVES 15-20) $70
3 DOZEN ASSORTED PASTRIES (SERVES 25-30) $105

INDIVIDUAL YOGURT PARFAITS $5.50 PER PERSON

Layers of all-natural creamy plain yogurt combined with a seasonal house jam and our honey almond granola

SEASONAL FRUIT PLATTER

SMALL FRUIT PLATTER (SERVES 10-12) $45
LARGE FRUIT PLATTER (SERVES 15-20) $90

COFFEE & ARTISAN TEAS

Each box serves twelve 10 oz cups of coffee and stays hot for up to two hours. These boxes are disposable.

- COFFEE “TO GO” BOX: - REGULAR $39.95 small world coffee®
  - DECAF $42.80

- HOT WATER “TO GO” BOX & ASSORTED “HARNEY & SONS” TEAS $32.00

Includes: cups / lids / stir sticks / sweeteners / dairy
HOT BUFFET STYLE CRÊPES

OVEN-READY ROLLED CRÊPES FILLED WITH FARM-FRESH FLAVORS
MINIMUM 10 SERVINGS PER VARIETY

Bacon, Egg & Cheese: SCRAMBLED FREE-RANGE LOCAL EGGS, THICK-CUT SMOKEHOUSE BACON & OUR BLEND OF MELTING CHEESES
$ 90.00 PER SERVING TRAY OF 10

Egg & Cheese: SCRAMBLED FREE-RANGE LOCAL EGGS & OUR BLEND OF MELTING CHEESES
$ 72.00 PER SERVING TRAY OF 10 / ADD ROASTED SEASONAL VEGGIES + $1.00 PER SERV

Green Eggs & Ham: SCRAMBLED FREE-RANGE LOCAL EGGS, BLACK FOREST HAM, MOZZARELLA, FRESH BABY SPINACH & OUR HOUSE SEASONAL PESTO
$ 90.00 PER SERVING TRAY OF 10

Turkey Sausage, Egg & Cheese: OUR HOUSE-MADE TURKEY SAUSAGE, SCRAMBLED FREE-RANGE EGGS & OUR BLEND OF MELTING CHEESES
$ 92.00 PER SERVING TRAY OF 10

Sweet Potato Crêperito: OVEN-ROASTED JERSEY SWEET POTATOES, BLACK BEANS & SCALLIONS WITH OUR BLEND OF MELTING CHEESES & FRESH CILANTRO CREMA
$ 95.00 PER SERVING TRAY OF 10

Chicken Crépechiladas: PULLED ROASTED CHICKEN, BLACK BEANS, HOUSE PICKLED CORN & JALAPENOS, CHEDDAR & MOZZARELLA CHEESE WITH FRESH CILANTRO CREMA, TOPPED WITH OUR OVEN-ROASTED TOMATILLO SAUCE
$ 92.00 PER SERVING TRAY OF 10
AN ARTFULLY ARRANGED SELECTION OF WRAP-STYLE SANDWICHES PREPARED WITH OUR TENDER WHOLE-GRAIN CRÊPES PACKED WITH FARM-FRESH SEASONAL INGREDIENTS.

- **Ham & Brie:** BLACK FOREST HAM & CREAMY BRIE WITH MUSTARD AIOLI, HOUSE VEGGIE PICKLES & FRESH GREENS

- **Oven-Dried BLT:** THICK-CUT SMOKEHOUSE BACON, OVEN-ROASTED TOMATOES, LOCAL GREENS, FRESH GOAT CHEESE & A DRIZZLE OF BALSAMIC GALZE

- **Rainbow Veggie:** JERSEY SWEET POTATO HUMMUS, HOUSE VEGGIE PICKLES, SHREDDED CARROTS & BABY SPINACH

- **Chipotle Smoked Turkey:** SMOKED TURKEY, BRIE, SEASONAL BERRY CHIPOTLE SAUCE & FRESH BABY ARUGULA

- **PB & Arugula:** CREAMY PEANUT BUTTER, APPLES & THICK-CUT SMOKEHOUSE BACON WITH HONEY & FRESH BABY ARUGULA

- **Smoked Turkey Club:** SMOKED TURKEY, SEASONAL HOUSE CHUTNEY, THICK-CUT SMOKEHOUSE BACON, MOZZARELLA WITH HORSERADISH AIOLI & GREENS

- **Pesto Veggie:** OVEN-DRIED TOMATOES, FRESH BABY ARUGULA, GOAT CHEESE & HOUSE PESTO

**SMALL PLATTER OF 10 WRAPS** (FEEDS 8-10) $ 65
**MEDIUM PLATTER OF 20 WRAPS** (FEEDS 15-20) $ 130
**LARGE PLATTER OF 30 WRAPS** (FEEDS 25-30) $ 195

WRAPS CAN BE CUT INTO HALVES - OR - BITE SIZE PORTIONS (7 TO 8 PCS)

CHOOSE UP TO THREE VARIETIES PER PLATTER

FOR GLUTEN-FREE WRAPS / ADD $1.00 PER WRAP
THE PERFECT COMPLEMENTS TO OUR WARM, FILLED CRÊPES ARE OUR FRESH SEASONAL SALADS. WORKING WITH OUR LOCAL FARMERS, WE TAKE THE FRESHEST AVAILABLE PRODUCE AND CRAFT DELICIOUSLY DISTINCTIVE SALADS SUITABLE AS SIDE DISHES, BUT ENTRÉE-WORTHY ALONE.

- Pea, Pesto and Pasta Salad
- Kale Salad with roasted Beets or Apples and a choice of Goat Cheese or Blue Cheese
- Wheatberry Waldorf Salad
- Raw Broccoli Slaw
- Carrot, Almond and Arugula Salad
- Mediterranean Couscous Salad
- Arugula & Pickled Beets Salad
- Quinoa, Kale & Apple Salad
- Roasted Sweet Potato & Pecan Salad
- Seasonal Pasta Salad

VARIETIES CHANGE WITH SEASON
$5.50 PER PERSON / MINIMUM 10 SERVINGS PER VARIETY
GET YOUR JAM ON . . . WITH A PLATTER OF OUR JAMMIN’ GOOD HOUSE-BAKED PASTRIES & COOKIES.

CHOOSE THREE FROM THE FOLLOWING ASSORTMENT:

• **PB & Jam Bars:** Tender peanut butter cookie bars filled with our micro-batch jams

• **Happy Trails Cookies:** Gluten free & vegan trail mix cookies with dried cherries, chocolate chips & pumpkin seeds

• **Thumbprint Cookies:** Our classic shortbread cookie rolled in almonds - or - coconut and filled with a selection of our seasonal jams

• **Double Chocolate Espresso:** A dark chocolate brownie-like cookie with a rich espresso flavor

• **Cherry Chocolate Chip:** A classic chocolate chip cookie enriched with dried sour cherries

• **Morganics Honey Oatmeal Raisin:** A classic oatmeal cookie made with locally grown organic oats, einkorn flour & honey

**Small Platter:** 12 assorted treats (feeds 8-10) $35
**Medium Platter:** 24 assorted treats (feeds 15-20) $65
**Large Platter:** 36 assorted treats (feeds 25-30) $100
CRÊPE CAKES

OUR AWARD WINNING 20 LAYERS OF HAND CRAFTED CRÊPES, FILLED WITH PILLOWY LAYERS OF:

• **Lemon Meringue:** LAYERS OF CREAMY, FRESH LEMON MOUSSE TOPPED WITH A TOASTED LAYER OF FRESH MERINGUE

• **Chocolate Hazelnut:** LAYERS OF CHOCOLATE-HAZELNUT MOUSSE PREPARED WITH OUR HOUSE-MADE “NUT-CHE-TELLA”, TOPPED WITH A SILKEN CHOCOLATE GANACHE & A SPRINKLING OF COARSE SUGAR

• **Pumpkin Spice:** LAYERS OF OUR AUTUMN SPICED PUMPKIN MOUSSE & SWEET CRÊPES, TOPPED WITH A SILKEN CHOCOLATE GANACHE & PUMPKIN PRALINE

• **Black & White:** LAYERS OF VANILLA CREAM CHEESE MOUSSE & SWEET CRÊPES, TOPPED WITH A SILKEN CHOCOLATE GANACHE AND A SPRINKLE OF WHITE & DARK CHOCOLATE CHIPS

• **Strawberry Lavender:** LAYERS OF SWEET DELICATE CRÊPES FILLED WITH OUR STRAWBERRY LAVENDER MOUSSE, TOPPED WITH A LAYER OF FRESH MERINGUE & A DRIZZLE OF DARK CHOCOLATE GANACHE

OUR HAND CRAFTED CRÊPE CAKES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES:

- 8” ROUND (SERVES 10-12) $55.00
- 10” ROUND (SERVES 16-20) $70.00

* GLUTEN FREE CRÊPE CAKES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST / $5 SURCHARGE
A CLASSIC WORK OR STUDY BREAK CHOICE. CHOOSE FROM AN ASSORTMENT OF OUR POPULAR SWEET CRÊPES. INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED AND PLACED IN OUR SIGNATURE CRÊPE CONES FOR EATING OUT-OF-HAND

- **Apple Toasty:** BROWNED BUTTER & CINNAMON SUGAR W/OUR SPICED ORCHARD APPLES

- **Nut-Choo-Tella:** OUR OWN BLEND OF ROASTED HAZELNUTS & ALMONDS GROUND INTO A CREAMY CHOCOLATE SPREAD

- **Fruitella:** OUR “NUT-CHO-TELLA” COMBINED WITH ONE OF OUR “MICRO-BATCH” SEASONAL JAMS

- **Orchard Lemon:** OUR “MICRO-BATCH” OF LEMONS AND LOCAL ORCHARD APPLES COOKED INTO A SWEET & TANGY LEMON CURD

- **The Wyatt:** BROWNED BUTTER & CINNAMON SUGAR W/OUR CLASSIC “NUT-CHO-TELLA”

- **Jammin’ Good:** OUR SIGNATURE SWEET CRÊPE FILLED WITH ONE OF OUR SEASONAL “MICRO-BATCH” HOUSE JAMS

- **PB & Jam:** CREAMY ALL-NATURAL PEANUT BUTTER PAIRED WITH ONE OF OUR SEASONAL HOUSE JAMS

**Small Platter of 15 Crêpes** (FEEDS 15) $ 90.00

**Medium Platter of 30 Crêpes** (FEEDS 30) $ 180.00

* FOR GLUTEN FREE / ADD $ 1.00 PER CRÊPE
OUR SIGNATURE SMALL BITES ARE THE PERFECT 2-BITE APPETIZERS FOR ANY GATHERING

Crêpe Pockets

- HOUSE-MADE TOMATO JAM & SMOKED MOZZARELLA SERVED WITH HORSE RADISH AIOLI
- PULLED PORK & HOUSE PICKLED CORN SERVED WITH CILANTRO CREMA
- SPINACH & THREE-CHEESE FRITTATA SERVED WITH RED PEPPER AIOLI

Savory Crêpe Pinwheels

- SMOKED SALMON & BOUSSIN WITH FRESH CHIVES
- BLACK FOREST HAM & BRIE WITH HOUSE PICKLES AND MUSTARD AIOLI
- SMOKED TURKEY, ARUGULA & SPICY RASPBERRY GOAT CHEESE MOUSSE

MINIMUM 2 DOZEN (24) PER VARIETY
PRICE: $24 PER DOZEN

CATERING CONTACT INFO:
EMAIL: CATERING@JAMMINCREPES.COM / PHONE: 609-924-5387